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Background 

The Town of Hollis has submitted applications to the New Hampshire Wood Energy Council (NH WEC) 

for technical assistance in exploring the potential for heating ten public buildings in Hollis with wood 

biomass – woodchips or wood pellets.  Under the active leadership of the Hollis Energy Committee, the 

Town has expressed a strong interest in looking at and developing one or more wood-fired district 

heating systems to serve these buildings as a means to meeting the goal established by the Committee: 

“Hollis will be a fossil fuel free town by 2050.” 

A district heating system uses a central boiler plant to make hot water that is pumped via buried 

insulated piping from the plant to heat two or more buildings.  District heating is a proven way to reduce 

capital cost for converting buildings from fossil heat to local biomass heat, since only one wood boiler 

plant needs to be built for each cluster of connected buildings. 

The NH WEC program offers “professional guidance on conversion to wood heat systems” in New 

Hampshire by providing services from a qualified wood heat "Coach.” 

Purpose of This Report 

The purpose of this report is to carry out a scoping exercise and recommend groupings of buildings in 

Hollis to study as separate district heat clusters – including the connection of all the buildings into a 

town-wide district heat system – and to recommend a process for the community to organize itself for 

exploring and developing district heating. 

From the administrative perspective of the Wood Energy Council, each of the clusters will be covered for 

more detailed technical study under a separate “coaching” assignment which will result in separate 

reports for each cluster or assignment.  From a functional and study perspective, the Coach will treat all 

the buildings and the process of creating district heating under a unified, all-inclusive approach. 

Methodology 

The Coach reviewed the three NH WEC applications prepared and submitted by the Town Administrator 

and the Energy Committee prior to visiting Hollis.  On July 31 the Coach met with the chair of the Energy 

Committee and the Town Administrator, who had prepared scale maps showing the locations of the 

various buildings and their property lines.  The Coach was also given electronic copies of detailed energy 

audits previously carried out on the study buildings. 

We then visited each of the ten buildings covered in the applications.  At each building site we talked to 

the building supervisor.  The Coach paid particular attention to the existing (fossil fuel) boiler room, its 

boiler and domestic hot water equipment and its location within the building.  Further observations 

were made about the location of the building with respect to the property boundaries, street access and 

potential pipe routes to connect to other buildings in the study. 

The next step was to think comprehensively about clustering buildings for detailed study.  At the scale of 

the Hollis buildings, “clusters” refer to groups of buildings in relatively close proximity.  Another term is 
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“mini-DH” referring to a cluster of two or more buildings that share a common boiler plant, thus 

creating a very small district heating (DH) system. 

Clustering of Buildings 

There are four main criteria to consider in clustering buildings in Hollis for district heat study: 

 Building heat loads 

 

From a DH perspective, buildings can be characterized by the amount of heat they require per 

year, measured in million BTU (note that this is different from the amount of heat in the fuel 

consumed).  If all Hollis buildings were connected in a single DH system, the heat load is also the 

amount of energy that each building would buy from the DH system owner each year.  The 

buildings are listed by their estimated heat loads for all buildings for which fuel data was 

provided.  Heat loads were calculated based on annual fuel consumption (2-year average), 

estimated seasonal heating efficiency, and energy content of the fuel.  Also shown is the 

preliminary biomass boiler system sizing for the four schools, in million Btu/hour (MMBH). 

 

Upper Elementary School 2,059  MMBTU/yr 1.3 MMBH 

High School   1,838   1.2 MMBH 

Middle School   1,697   1.1 MMBH 

Primary School   1,451   0.9MMBH 

Town Hall      482 

Fire Station      346 

Police Station      283 

Library       217 

SAU 41       156 

Lawrence Barn      111 

 The boiler sizing for each of the six smaller buildings will likely be less than 500,000 Btu/hour. 

Based on annual fuel consumption and estimated boiler sizing, each of the buildings is small 

enough that the most cost-effective fuel will be pellets, not woodchips.  Woodchip systems, 

which have significantly higher capital costs but significantly lower fuel costs, are generally more 

cost-effective at boiler capacities greater than 2 MMBH. 

 

 Building density & pipe distance 

From a DH perspective, the density of buildings is very important because the cost of piping to 

connect buildings to the plant is an important element in project finance.  The part of the town 

of Hollis in which the study buildings are located is quite “un-dense” compared to a more built-

up downtown or urban areas.  More specifically, DH density does not refer only to the spatial 

closeness of the buildings, it also refers to the heat requirements of those buildings.  Thus the 

ideal, from a DH cost perspective, is to have lots of large buildings with large heat loads very 
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close to each other.  In Hollis, the large buildings (the four schools) have moderately large heat 

loads, which is good, but they are quite separated from each other and from the other publically 

owned buildings, which is not so good. 

Below are given straight-line distances between key buildings and clusters of buildings, with the 

very approximate cost of running pre-insulated pipe (pairs of supply and return pipes) at a rough 

estimate of installed cost of $125-200 per trench foot (including material, labor, excavation, 

backfill and site restoration), with the higher piping cost for the larger connected loads and 

lower cost for smaller loads. 

High School to Middle School   2000  ft  $400,000 

Primary School to Upper Elementary School 1200 ft  $180,000 

Primary School to Police Dept.   1200 ft  $150,000 

Police to Fire Dept.    1100 ft  $137,500 

Middle School to Library     800 ft  $120,000 

Library to Town Hall      400 ft  $  50,000 

Town Hall to Lawrence Barn   1600 ft  $200,000 

Engine House to Police Dept.   1900 ft  $380,000 

 Economics 

 

The patterns which seem most obvious, looking at large loads close to each other, suggest the 

following two clusters (with preliminary estimates of clustered biomass system sizing in MMBH): 

 

1. High School and Middle School – 2.3 MMBH 

 

2. Upper Elementary School and Primary School – 2.2 MMBH (secondary load:  SAU 41) 

Each of these four schools on its own does not have a large enough load that a stand-alone 

woodchip heating plant, taking advantage of the low cost of woodchip fuel, is likely to be the 

basis of a cost-effective project.  On its own, each of the schools appears to be best suited, on a 

stand-alone basis, for a pellet system.  

What is not known at this point, for each pair of school buildings, is how the economics of 

connecting the two with piping into a mini-DH system with a single woodchip boiler or pellet 

boiler plant compares to building two separate biomass boiler plants, one for each school in the 

cluster. 
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It is possible, however, to take a first look at this question by comparing the costs of separate 

pellet-fired boiler plants for each of the schools in a pair, to the cost of a single woodchip boiler 

plant with connecting hot water piping to create a two-school mini-DH system. 

On a very preliminary basis it appears, based on approximate project costs provided by the USFS 

Wood Energy Resource Center, that:  

 For the High School and Middle School, the incremental cost of connecting the Middle 

School to the High School, compared to separate pellet plants, might be $600,000.  The fuel 

cost savings, using chips instead of pellets, might be $40,000.  The greater investment in 

the two-school chip system would therefore pay off in 15 years, on a simple payback basis. 

 

 For the Upper Elementary School and the Primary School, the incremental cost of the 

combined chip system might be $400,000.  The fuel cost savings, using chips instead of 

pellets, might be $33,000.  The greater investment in the two-school chip system would 

therefore pay off in 12 years. 

This back-of-the-envelope analysis indicates that more detailed feasibility study, using life-cycle 

cost analysis, should be carried out to determine if the two-school clusters with woodchip plants 

would be cost-effective. 

The remaining buildings are more difficult to cluster.  Experience in NH has shown that cost-

effective pellet boiler plants can be built for buildings of the size of the Town Hall, Library, Fire 

and Police Stations.  It is not clear, at this point, how the economics of stand-alone pellet boiler 

systems (one per building) would compare to constructing one or more central pellet boiler 

plants to serve some clustering of these and other non-municipal buildings in the area. 

Below are two possible clusters of these buildings, based on distance from each other: 

3. Monument Square Buildings:  Town Hall and Library  (secondary loads:  Church and Engine 

House) 

 

4. Other Town Buildings:  Fire Station and Police Station  (secondary load:  Seniors Housing) 

 

 DH System Ownership 

It can be relatively easy to develop, build and operate a mini-DH system where all the buildings 

are under one ownership. When there are buildings owned by different entities it becomes 

significantly more difficult. 

For example, the Primary and Upper Elementary schools are owned and operated by the town 

and governed by the Hollis School Board. If the economics were favorable, it would be 

straightforward to build a central woodchip plant on one of the school properties and run 
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buried hot water pipes to the other – a joint project organized and financed by the Hollis School 

Board. 

The High School and the Middle School, although located in Hollis, are under the two-town 

Hollis Brookline School District.  Costs and savings of a biomass project involving one or both of 

the schools would accrue to both towns.  Since they are under the control of a joint school 

board, a two-school project decision making would be fairly straightforward. 

Now consider a DH system that included a central woodchip plant built at the High School to 

serve that school, the Middle School and the Monument Square buildings.  Technically this 

would be a straightforward design and construction project, but organizationally and financially 

it raises some questions.  What entity would lead the project?  Who would own and maintain 

the central plant, buy the woodchip fuel, and sell heat to the other building owners?  Are all 

parties comfortable with a public facility acting like a business?  What if some of the customers 

are private building owners?  Would voters in Brookline support a project located at a two-town 

school but providing the major benefit to Hollis? 

The more buildings that might be connected to a DH system, involving a variety of public and 

private building owners and stakeholders, the more important it is to think about project 

development responsibility and system ownership early in the process – even during the first 

steps of project study. 

 

Recommendations 

The following is the Coach’s recommendation to the NH Wood Energy Council, the Hollis Energy 

Committee and the Town of Hollis for how to divide the next steps of biomass district heat study into 

manageable study assignments: 

Study 1 – High School & Middle School 

       MMBTU/yr MMBH 

   High School   1,838  1.2 

   Middle School   1,697  1.1 

   Total    3,535  2.3 

This study would involve first-cut estimation of the cost, savings and project economics of building 

stand-alone pellet systems at each of the two schools.  Both schools would be visited and the sites 

examined for possible pellet boiler plant locations.  The contiguous school properties would be walked 

to determine the most likely pipe route connecting the two schools. The economics of building a single 

woodchip-fired mini-DH system would be compared to the economics of building two separate pellet 

plants. 
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Study 2 – Primary School & Upper Elementary School 

       MMBTU/yr MMBH 

Upper Elementary School 2,059  1.3 

   Primary School   1,451  0.9 

   SAU 41       156  0.1 

   Total    3,666  2.3 

This study would involve first-cut estimation of the cost, savings and project economics of building 

stand-alone pellet systems at each of the two schools.  Both schools would be visited and the sites 

examined for possible pellet boiler plant locations.  The contiguous school properties would be walked 

to determine the most likely pipe route connecting the two schools. The economics of building a single, 

woodchip-fired mini-DH system would be compared to the economics of building two separate pellet 

boiler plants. 

Study 3 – Monument Square Buildings 

       MMBTU/yr 

   Town Hall      482 

   Library       217 

   Total       699       

Other Buildings:  Engine House 

   Church 

   Historical Society 

This study would involve first-cut estimation of the cost, savings and project economics of building 

stand-alone pellet systems at each of the two town-owned buildings, the Town Hall and the Library (the 

Engine House is too small for a pellet system to make economic sense, or to be a significant load for DH).  

Both buildings would be visited and the sites examined for possible pellet boiler plant locations.  The 

area of the two town properties would be walked to determine the most likely pipe route connecting 

them. The economics of building a single mini-DH system would be compared to the economics of 

building two separate pellet plants.  This would also be compared to the economics of connecting this 

mini-DH cluster to piping from the Middle School, as an alternative to having its own biomass plant. 

Other buildings in this vicinity would be contacted and have their heat loads documented, to indicate 

whether they might be good “customers” for a DH system in this area. 
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Study 4 – Police & Fire Stations 

       MMBTU/yr 

   Fire Station      346 

   Police Station      283 

   Total       629       

Other Buildings:  Seniors Housing 

   Market Place Buildings 

This study would involve first-cut estimation of the cost, savings and project economics of building 

stand-alone pellet systems at each of the two town-owned buildings, the Fire Station and the Police 

Station.  Both buildings would be visited and the sites examined for possible pellet boiler plant locations.  

The area of the two town properties would be walked to determine the most likely pipe route 

connecting them. The economics of building a single mini-DH system would be compared to the 

economics of building two separate pellet boiler plants.  Other buildings in this vicinity, principally the 

Seniors Housing building and the commercial buildings of the Market Place, would be contacted and 

have their heat loads documented, to indicate whether they might be good “customers” for a DH 

system in this area. The economics of a pellet-fired mini-DH boiler system would also be compared to 

the economics of connecting this mini-DH cluster to piping from the Middle School or from the Primary 

School, so that a woodchip fuel option could be compared to the pellet fuel option. 

Follow-on Study – Community District Heat Feasibility, Development & Organization 

The four studies outlined above will focus on costs and savings for converting various buildings or 

collections of buildings from fossil fuel to either woodchip or wood pellet fuel.  The first two will focus 

on the DH economics for clusters of buildings under common ownership.  The third and fourth will 

require a broader perspective on how projects could be developed, financed, owned and operated since 

they will look at clusters that include buildings under different ownership. 

The proposed four studies will answer questions about clustering groups of two to five buildings into 

mini-district heating systems.  However, to fully answer the questions posed by the Hollis Energy 

Committee about district heating on a broader basis, there is a separate, follow-on study needed.  After 

those study results are known, there could be an additional study to explore whether it makes sense to 

consider a larger community district heating system that would tie together most of the buildings, along 

the lines of the community biomass district heating systems that are common in Europe. 

 This fifth study could provide the organizational basis for looking at more complex clusters and for 

looking to the future potential for combining all the clusters into a single DH system. 

In addition, this follow-on study could address important questions of how different public bodies can 

work together to explore, develop and build DH systems that provide benefit to multiple stakeholders 

and building owners.  Such a study could look at how one municipal entity could take the lead on a DH 

project that would benefit other building owners, both public and private.  It could also look at the co-op 
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model, in which a new co-op entity controlled by a board representing the various stakeholders could be 

established to guide the further study, development and implementation of a broader community 

wood-fired district heating system for Hollis. 
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